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 ) I just need to get it to run as a live cd for a start not as an install although i do have an installer cd mach20x: did you burn that
image as an.iso? yes Try with the built in disk creator.. I have bad experiences with doing stuff manually ok i will try that it is 64
bit though i dont have a 64 bit computer how big is the iso? 5.2GB ok then.. then you should be fine :) v7 is coming out with a
64 bit iso :P will it work on a core 2 duo without installing? Yea, should work just fine. cool I think I am going to give that a

shot then :) thanks again np Although i recommend not to use that but the minimal iso instead. It only installs the packages you
need that way you can always remove them from later.. or even install them on a newer version.. this is a bit of a stupid question

but; why do my programs open in fullscreen when i start them in Terminal? and how do i stop this? Hi, I've just installed
kubuntu on my laptop and am having some trouble installing various things, most notably gedit. I've tried various ways to get it
installed and now I've got a bunch of dpkg error messages. They're all in kate.log. Any ideas what the issue is? Is there any way
to put all this information into a pastebin so that I can keep it on the system for anyone who might be able to help? 82157476af
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